
Gbp/Usd for January week starting Monday the 9th of January

Weekly is bullish on gu, we have got a weekly ifc down the bottom which is a nice target but not sure

if well go down there yet

Daily is bearish and looking to see if we get up to the aily ifc or 50% or the imbalance to go lower but

it might not stick



4hr is bullish, looking to see if we do pop down and re accumulate to go higher

No trade on Monday



Tuesday –

Price is bullish on 1hr in this range, ideally because of how bullish the 4hr is id rather a deeper

retracement and we break 1hr low but the 1hr may stick

15min bearish but got massive trendline liquidity above to take so may be worth the punt on this



You masy of been looking for re accumulation out of here

Double 1min bos below lows, can target 15min extreme which is a 1min ifc



Tp hit 3%

15min bos now looking for re accumulation



1min bos targeting highs for 3%

Just shy of tp so may of cashed or got b/e



Wednesday –

Price is bullish on 1hr, price action is jank and lots of liquidity to upside to take

Price swept lows and come into 15min ifc



1min bos don’t like the eqls below but just so you can see this is 1min accumulation in 15min area

targeting highs and 15min ifc

Price done 3% then come b/e



Thursday –

So price has broke to downside on 1hr, theres still loads of highs and cpi today so will be very careful

No trade today



Friday –

Daily engulfed so would like a pop down to push higher

Daily ifc got tagged 15min is bullish looking for a sell down to maybe the 15min ifc down the bottom

for any potential buys



5min bos looking for re dsitro out of here

1mnin bos but got eqhs so its abit risky but selling down to London open for 5%



Tp smashed



week starting monday 16th of January -
The weekly imbalance fill is free to be filled in so would like to see if we get a
retracement to expand higher

daily is bullish to but we have a daily ifc and 4hr ifc to target up the top to see if we do
sell off from there or if we continue 4hr bullish trend and keep buying

4hr is bullish in this range so i am looking for re accumulation in the 4hr poi to go higher
unless we break the 4hr structure out of this 4hr imbalance fill



on 1hr were in the same range as 4hr but got 80% and 50% marked up

so 15min is bearish and got the rally base rally marked up, but weve come to 80% of 4hr
and broke on 5 so may be able to find some buys up

we broke on 5min, retraced to fill some imbalance and the start of the push now looking
for re accumulation out of this 5min poi



1min bos can target london open 250 level for 3%

tp hit

15min poi had a 5min bos looking for entry off ifc as marked to target lows



goes b/e over the next day, but it did for 3% then come up so you couldve took out some
if wanted as final tp was 4%



Tuesday 17th January

price has broke to upside on 15min, so looking for re accumulation inisde of this poi to
expand higher

1min bos inside 15min poi to target highs and liquidity

which is also like a 3min emgulfing



tp smashed 4.5%



Wednesday 18th of January -

the 4hr is bullish so looking to see if we come into 4hr ifc and expand higher

1hr has created new range so seeing if we retrace into 1hr range or 4hr range to expand
higher, would prefer the 4hr

15min and 5min is in this range so can look for re acumulation out of here just would be
careful as price has exoanded alot and can see a retracement coming at some point
today



1mimn bos can target highs for 3.5%

even had a re accumultion in there so you may buy this for highs

tp hit but may of got a b/e with spread



can now see if we get re accumulation out of here following 5 and 15min order flow

1min bos inside area can target highs

also printed as a 3min engulfing



tp hit 4.2%



Thursday 19th of january -

4hr is in the same range, we started retracing towsrds end of the day but
couldnt snag nothing for sell down, so looking to see if we do retrace some
more to to then go higher

we didnt come into 4hr ifc but we have showed a 15min bos and were bullish so looking
for re accumulation



this 3min poi inside the 15min range looks nice to see a reaction out of

we come into poi aftwr sweeping eqls, looking for anothe rre acccumulation to get a
smaller stop, if we come down now you can execute off ifc but i want a smaller stop so
will wait

1min bos insdie area can buy here



also a 3min engulfing

tp smashed 3%



15min range bullish so looking for re accumulation out of here

1min bos which was 5min engulfing

but you can see 5min broke out of it but it wasnt nice price action there

got stopped out with news tho



left eqhs, lows been swept looking fo0r re accumulation out of here

1min bos buying here to target 750 level below 1hr ifc

also 3min engulfing



tp hit, may of took b.e tho, but when we broke range and come back in you couldve got
in again. off this re accumulation on 5min and engulfing



Friday 20th of January -
we reacted oput of 1hr ifc up the top and refined it to 5min poi which swept lqiuidity,
dont like the eqhs so looking for some sort of re accumulation

got this 15min poi which follows order flow for potential re acumulation

price didnt give nothing clean on Friday that ticked confirmations so no trade

this is how we ended though



Gbp/usd for monday 23rd of January –

weekly is bullish looking to see if we can retrace into filling one of the weekly
imbalances in to go higher

daily is bullish and looking to take highs out



4hr were in this bullish range so may see a retracement into one of these
demand zones

made new high on 4hr, can see if we can get sells down into 4hr imbalance

nothing clean on monday got direction right but couldnt snag nothing



Tuesday 24th of January –

1hr and 4hr bullish but dont like the lows, looking to see if we get dsitro out of
this 1hr ifc

so annoying i wanted this 5min area to break before selling it, sell was so
clean if only it broke 5min first



right price is in 4hr demand and really i think well show some buys from here

5 and 15min is bearish, couldnt snag no sells down but for high risk sell,
theres this 5min poi with eqls below



1min bos after we sweep some highs so can sell down to take lows olut

tp hit

was also bearish engulfing candle on 2min



Wednesday 25th of jan –
price is bearish on 4hr now, so will look to see if theres any distro inside the
sell poi but may get some buys up



looking to see if we can get buys out of this 1hr poi to target up

15min bearish may see some dsitro to sell down lower

so little 1min bos after sweeping highs, bit risky still, but the first distro i
couldnt get in as it accumulated and then was making eqhs



tp hit but wouldve got b/e

15min bos to upside looking for buys out of here to target all highs

areas were right couldnty snag an entry



4hr still bearish but i believe were heading higher now after invalidating
supply, so will be interesting if we can get a pull down to go back up

looking for re accumulation here as asia low got swept



1min bos tp hit

couldnt snag nothing else this day too choppy



Friday -
looking for buys out of this 1hr poi to target eqhs

fuk friday price is choppy as hell


